Chemistry Research

More insight, less reading: chemistry innovation, accelerated

Patent intelligence designed just for chemistry professionals.

The race to accelerate the pace of innovation is on across the globe, and chemistry professionals are experiencing more pressure than ever to do more with less. Clarivate Chemistry Research—a new analysis tool developed in concert with community experts—empowers chemistry professionals to be successful in this new environment of rapid innovation.

This new solution, which is integrated with Derwent Innovation, combines gold-standard chemistry patent content with in-house IP expertise and cutting-edge AI technology to:

- Automate key research tasks.
- Intelligently prioritize result sets.
- Provide faster and more accurate answers to critical innovation questions.
Find answers more intuitively and get to market faster.

Search more intuitively.

With Chemistry Research, just enter terms in the search bar for accurate, relevant results. Users can also search by drawing or modifying chemical structures, in combination with keywords or alone.

Easily adjust your search strategy in real-time with additional intelligently suggested keywords, as well as specifying the importance of each keyword, and rating result relevancy with a single click.

What’s more, the search algorithm—which covers all trusted data from Derwent World Patent Index™—is optimized specifically for chemists by including Derwent Chemical Patents Index, polymer codes, term synonyms, and manually indexed chemical structures to give you highly pertinent results, presented in order of relevancy.

"This tool helps me find relevant results by just looking through the top 5 to 10 records, which saves time. With a simplified operation screen, I was able to use it without a manual."

Bench Chemist
Large Japanese chemical company
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